Morphometric Analyses by a New Slit-Lamp Endothelial Biomicroscope.
A method called EndoKer was recently devised for the morphometric analysis of the cell mosaic of the corneal endothelium. Fully automatic cell recognition is performed on images acquired by a slit-lamp biomicroscope. The aim of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of the EndoKer results. Analyses were performed on a polystyrene bead layer stratified on a contact lens and in vivo on 30 adults. Accuracy was evaluated by comparing the results of EndoKer with the true values obtained by manual counting of the cells in the same images. EndoKer results were also compared with those obtained with the Tomey EM3000 microscope. The accuracy of the results compared with the manual counting on the same images showed a difference of a few percent for the cell density and for hexagonality. This high accuracy derives from (1) the resolution of the slit-lamp images and (2) the improved cell recognition of the fully automatic method. A good agreement was also found between EndoKer and the Tomey EM3000 microscope results. Based on the investigated 30 cases, the slit-lamp biomicroscope may be a viable alternative to dedicated endothelial instruments, providing the additional advantages of a larger investigated area and the possibility to take images of different portions of the cornea. The calibration was performed during the development of the method by using polystyrene beads. The user is not required to perform this calibration. However, such a calibrated sample is suggested for those interested.